Are Dietary Sugars Potent Adipose Tissue and Immune Cell Modulators?
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Abstract: Glucose, fructose, and galactose are widely used in the food industry as sweeteners and food additives. The over-consumption of these carbohydrates has been identified as a possible trigger of non-communicable diseases. These include insulin resistance, obesity, and type 2 diabetes. These sugars induce an energy overload with consequent adipose tissue (AT) expansion, contributing to the development of obesity. Furthermore, a common feature of these non-communicable diseases is the detrimental, chronic, low-grade inflammation contributing to their onset. In the present review, we identify the most widely used dietary free sugars and their direct impacts on AT metabolism and inflammation, as well as their involvement in systemic inflammation and effects on the immune cell phenotype and function. Additionally, we discuss the capacity of the free sugars to induce immune modulation, enhancing inflammation, an underlying hallmark of insulin resistance, obesity, and T2DM. Dietary sugars have an important and deleterious metabolic impact on AT and also on immune cells. More research is needed to effectively understand the impact of chronic exposure to high levels of individual or combined sugars on metabolism, with the impact on immunomodulation being especially important.
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1. Introduction

The Western diet is characterized by the presence of highly processed foods, which are particularly rich in salt, saturated fats, poor-quality protein, and simple carbohydrates, such as those deriving from corn, refined cereals, and sugars (glucose, fructose, and sucrose) [1]. Many of these carbohydrates present high glycemic and high insulinemic indices that quickly induce glucose and insulin stimulation peaks for short periods of time [2]. In contrast, diets with large contents of high-quality protein and plant-based foods, such as vegetables, nuts, fruits, and honey, which contain carbohydrates with low glycemic and low insulinemic indices, are generally considered healthier [1]. The energy overload caused by the increased consumption of refined sugars (free sugar) and saturated fats can lead to a drastic expansion of adipose tissue (AT) depots, especially when associated with a lack of physical activity [3]. In addition, a reduction in the fiber content of ingested foods may support metabolic destabilization, since sugars are quickly and freely available in the system [4,5]. Therefore, the Western diet has been identified as a possible trigger of the development of non-communicable diseases from an early stage of life. Insulin resistance (IR), obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and metabolic syndrome are some of the most prevalent non-communicable diseases worldwide [1,6,7].

In the present review, we discuss the most widely used dietary sugars and their impacts on metabolism, systemic inflammation, and AT-specific inflammation. Furthermore,
we discuss how these sugars are capable of modulating the immune cells and their immunometabolism, promoting inflammation, an underlying hallmark of insulin resistance, obesity, and T2DM.

2. Dietary (Free) Sugars

Free sugars are mono- and disaccharides that are added to food, excluding the naturally present types, such as lactose in milk and sucrose in fruits and vegetables, although these naturally present sugars can be considered as free sugars when they are added to a product (Figure 1) [3,8]. Generally, free sugars are widely used in the food industry as sweeteners and food additives, especially in beverages and during food transformation and preparation [3,8], appearing in large proportions in the Western diet [9]. The monosaccharides, glucose, and fructose, as well as disaccharides, sucrose, and lactose, are used as additives in the Western diet [3,10], with fructose and glucose representing almost 50% of the added sugars [11]. These two monosaccharides are commonly used individually or in the form of sucrose or high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS). Sucrose is extracted and purified from sugar cane and sugar beet, while fructose is obtained by the enzymatic degradation of cornstarch into glucose or glucose polymers to be further isomerized enzymatically into fructose, producing the HFCS [3]. The main difference between sucrose and HFCS lies in the fructose content, which varies between 42% and 55% in HFCS and is 50% in sucrose. Moreover, sucrose is composed of glucose covalently bonded to fructose, while in HFCS, these molecules remain in their free forms, rendering them highly bioavailable and increasing their absorption when consumed [3,12]. Lactose is also widely used not only in the food industry, where it is applied in the form of condensed milk and in caramel flavors, but also in the pharmaceutical industry as a drug carrier [13]. In similarity to sucrose, lactose is a disaccharide of glucose and galactose that is used frequently in the confectionery and bakery industries. The production of caramel flavors using lactose depends on the Maillard reaction [13]. In the bakery industry, this process is important for creating the brown color of products, since lactose is not degraded by yeast [13].

![Figure 1. Total sugar content of a product: The total sugar of a product consists of its natural sugar content and/or the sugar added during its preparation, although, in some cases, natural sugars can be considered as free sugars, since they are easily bioavailable. Additionally, honey can be used as an added sugar in the food industry. The figure was created using pictures from Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com). Servier Medical Art by Servier is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/, accessed on 27 October 2022).](image-url)
3. Sugar Metabolism and Its Effect on Adipose Tissue

In different proportions, all the sugars described above are widely used in the Western diet, and there is no consensus regarding their potential harmful effects on metabolism [11,14]. Sucrose and HFCS are composed of monomers of fructose and glucose, and despite their similar structures, they follow different metabolic pathways, as described below [15], while galactose, resulting from lactose, follows the Leloir metabolic pathway [16] (Figure 2).

After ingestion, fructose is passively absorbed by the intestinal apical membrane via the high-affinity transporter glucose transporter (GLUT)5, passed on to the portal circulation by GLUT2. On the other hand, glucose is absorbed by enterocytes, mainly through the co-transporters sodium-glucose linked transporter 1 (SGLT1) and GLUT2. Once in circulation, fructose is metabolized in the tissues by phosphofructokinase and glucokinase, and the latter is also regulated by insulin [9,15,18]. An increase in fructose consumption, associated with an unrestricted pathway, leads to a rapid increase in uric acid synthesis, gluconeogenesis, glycolysis, and de novo lipogenesis [15,19]. Unlike glucose, fructose is not regulated by the activity of phosphofructokinase, an enzyme that limits the glycolytic flux [19]. The hexo-phosphate and trios-phosphate intermediaries, resulting from fructolysis, are used as substrate for the pathways described above [15,19]. Moreover, excessive amounts of fructose will overload the liver’s capacity to oxidize it. Therefore, the fructose remains in circulation and can be used by other tissues, such as AT [20]. Fructose has been described as a potential lipogenic and adipogenic nutrient accelerating lipid deposition, particularly in visceral AT, and ectopic fat deposition in the other insulin-sensitive tissues, such as the liver and muscle [19–21]. In addition, fructose has been observed to disrupt insulin sensitivity in adults [21]. Stanhope and colleagues conducted a clinical study with 32 participants aged from 40 to 72 years. The subjects were divided into two groups, including glucose- and fructose-sweetened beverage consumers, for a period of 10 weeks. The study indicated an increase in the plasma lipids and lipoproteins in the fructose consumer group, while the glucose consumer group remained unchanged, except for the triglycerides, which showed an opposite pattern. Furthermore, the authors observed alterations in insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance after 9 weeks of beverage consumption. The fructose consumer group showed increased insulin and glucose levels during an oral glucose tolerance test compared to baseline, while the glucose consumer group remained unchanged. Moreover, the insulin sensitivity index decreased by approximately

![Figure 2. Molecular structure of the main monosaccharides that compose our diet. Despite their similarity in terms of the molecular structures, their conformations are different, causing them to interact with their microenvironments in different ways. Additionally, their metabolic pathways are different. These three molecules are the carbon skeleton for sucrose (glucose + fructose bonded by a α1,β2-glycosidic bond) and for lactose (glucose + galactose bonded by a β1,4-glycosidic bond) [17].](image-url)
17% in the fructose consumption group [21]. Additionally, the same study indicated that the group who consumed fructose-sweetened beverages showed a higher expression of lipogenic genes in VAT [21].

Adipocytes lack the keto-hexokinase enzyme that converts fructose into fructose-1-phosphate. In these cells, fructose is converted to fructose-6-phosphate by hexokinase stimulating the conversion of pyruvate into acetyl-CoA, thus increasing the synthesis of fatty acids, and leading to consequent palmitate release. In this case, fructose is mostly used in anabolic pathways, in contrast to glucose [22]. Interestingly, Varma and collaborators (2015) postulated that fructose can trigger the oxidation of glucose to lactate in a dose-dependent manner while reducing the utilization of glucose in the glutamate and fatty acid synthesis pathways, using a 10% $^{13}$C$_2$-D-glucose trace in cultured adipocytes [23]. Furthermore, the study also indicated a reduction in glucose conversion to glycogen. Consequently, glucose is driven to the one-carbon cycle and the glycine cleavage pathway (SOG pathway) through 3-phosphoglycerate to synthesize serine and other intermediates that are important for the generation of NADPH and ATP [23,24].

A treatment with 10% fructose solution in the drinking water of rats for 24 weeks induced the upregulation of genes related to the insulin-signaling pathway, particularly phosphoinositol-3-kinase (PI3K), protein kinase-B (AKT), insulin receptor (IR)-β, insulin receptor substrate (IRS)-1, and the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), but also those related to adipocyte homeostasis, such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)γ and nuclear factor erythroid-2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) [25], although the authors did not find any correlation between insulin impairment and adipose tissue inflammation [25]. On the other hand, different studies have suggested that fructose-rich diets affect insulin action and AT metabolism, inducing changes in the secretory patterns of resistin, adiponectin, leptin, and specific adipokines, which, in turn, are linked to inflammation and insulin resistance [26,27]. Furthermore, it has been shown that fructose induces an increase in leptin secretion and, consequently, leptin resistance [28]. However, the mechanism determining how leptin resistance is established is not well understood. Despite its different functions in the organism, leptin has a significant impact on inflammation and the inflammatory onset, not only locally at the tissue level but also systemically, perpetuating further inflammation [25,28]. In addition, Marek et al. (2015) provided important insights into the effects of fructose on the adipocyte endoplasmic reticulum (RE) redox status in mice. Moreover, increased levels of monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1, intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α expression by AT have already been described in response to fructose metabolism. The expression of these genes leads to an increase in macrophage infiltration on AT [28,29] but also the release of other pro-inflammatory cytokines by the adipocytes [28]. Interestingly, this inflammatory process caused by the excessive consumption of fructose-rich foods seems to have a gender-dependent impact, particularly regarding the expression of inflammatory markers in VAT [25,30]. Considering the above, Kovačević and collaborators tested the impacts of the ingestion of 10% (w/v) fructose solution on female and male Wistar rats for 9 weeks and noticed that, despite the diet used, there was no impact on the glucose or insulin levels. However, the fructose-treated females showed a significant reduction in the Akt and pAkt-Ser$^{473}$ levels in VAT and an increase in the PTP1B protein levels in comparison to the standard chow, while the male rats only showed a decreased pAkt-Ser$^{473}$/Akt ratio. Furthermore, the fructose-treated female showed increased levels of nuclear factor (NF)kB in VAT, followed by increased levels of TNF-α, interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-1β mRNA, as well as increased levels of F4/80, a macrophage marker. In contrast, the male fructose-treated rats showed no differences in the NFkB expression levels [30].

Data suggest that fructose-rich diets induce chronic inflammation in a dose-dependent manner [31]. Wang et al. (2020) fed six-week-old Sprague Dawley male rats with low (2.6 g/kg/day), medium (5.3 g/kg/day), and high doses (10.5 g/kg/day) of fructose for 20 weeks and identified a dose-dependent increase in the circulating levels of IL-6, TNF-α, and macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-2 when compared to the controls, while the
opposite was observed for IL-10 in an inverse pattern. In the same study, the highest fructose dose led to an increase in the number of inflammatory cells in the pancreas, a 10% increase in liver steatosis, colon inflammation, and gut microbiota alterations. Furthermore, the acute inflammatory response to a fructose-rich diet during the postprandial state was recently studied in healthy subjects and in patients with T2DM. The data showed that the levels of IL-6 and ICAM-1 were increased in the healthy subjects in the postprandial state, while MCP-1 was increased in both the healthy subjects and in the patients with T2DM [18].

The glycemic load caused by the consumption of sucrose and HFCS has also been suggested to be a possible trigger of the inflammatory processes [32–34]. In addition, a recent study conducted by Patkar et al. (2021) indicated that the long-term (3 months) consumption of 5% (w/v) sucrose could be a trigger of the onset of systemic low-grade inflammation, without the induction of obesity, in male Wistar rats. Furthermore, they observed an increase in some of the immune cell populations in circulation, such as lymphocytes, basophils, and neutrophils [11].

3.2. Lactose—Galactose and Glucose

Lactose is a disaccharide composed of galactose and glucose, and it is metabolized in the intestinal lumen by lactase. A complementary mechanism of lactose metabolism is through the colonic microbiota, primarily in adults [35]. This sugar differs from the other mono- and disaccharides since it has no specific transporter to pass through the intestinal barrier. However, concentrations of around 0.02 mmol/L of lactose have already been found in circulation in healthy young adult men, contrary to what had been postulated [35]. Despite not being metabolized in other tissues, lactose seems to play a role in systemic inflammation, a topic that will be discussed further in this review. On the other hand, lactose monomers are easily metabolized by the organism.

Like fructose, galactose is absorbed by the endothelial cells, released into the blood stream, and transported to the liver via the portal vein [36]. A large amount of galactose is retained and metabolized in the liver, but small amounts remain in circulation and reach other tissues, such as AT and the skeletal muscle [36]. It follows the Leloir pathway once it enters the adipocytes [16]. Krycer et al. (2020) treated 3T3-L1 adipocytes with either 25 mM of glucose or 25 mM of galactose, and they found a reduction in lactate production by the galactose-treated cells, even after insulin stimulation [37]. On the other hand, mitochondrial respiration was increased upon treatment with galactose and upon insulin stimulation [37]. Thus, galactose appears to be used to feed a different pathway, rather than glycolysis, in the adipocytes. To test this, the authors used tracers to differentiate the galactose and glucose carbons using \(^{13}\)C-labels (both 25 mM) [37]. They found a reduction in glucose-6-phosphate after the galactose treatment [37]. The glucose-6-phosphate is considered a common point between the glucose and galactose oxidation pathways and how galactose enters the glycolytic pathway. The data indicate that galactose follows a different pathway from glycolysis and is a poor substrate for energy metabolism [16]. Interestingly, similar results were found in a study on mature adipocytes isolated from rats [37]. However, Krishna et al. (2020) did not identify any effect of 25 mM of galactose or 25 mM of lactose treatment on adipocyte differentiation [38]. Considering the low degradation rate of galactose compared to glucose, high amounts of galactose in circulation can lead to galactosemia and, consequently, to the glycation of different macromolecules, including amino acids, creating advanced glycation end products (AGEs) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) [5,39]. These molecules are responsible for tissue damage that, in turn, leads to accelerated aging [40,41]. Furthermore, studies have identified that high levels of galactose also induce an accelerated aging process, possibly due to the production of ROS and AGEs [41]. Additionally, it has been reported that both AGEs and ROS are involved in the inflammation onset through the action of the nuclear factor (NF)-κB gene [5]. On the other hand, a study conducted in cultured mammalian cells, HEK293 and HepG2, indicated that galactose induces the accumulation of fructose-6-phosphate that is necessary for the N-glycosylation process. This contributes to a reduction in starvation-induced endoplasmic
reticulum stress, emphasizing the contribution of galactose to other pathways rather than energy production [42]. Interestingly, a recent study indicated that in the diet of 3-week-old, postweaning mice, the substitution of glucose for galactose (1:1, mimicking lactose) instead of glucose alone for 3 weeks, prior to an HFD for 9 weeks, was enough to reduce the levels of circulating leptin when compared to glucose alone, although no differences were found in white AT leptin receptor expression, especially in the female mice [43].

Despite the widespread use of these sugars in the Western diet, more studies are required to understand the impacts of lactose and galactose on human metabolism and tissue physiology. It is crucial to elucidate their underlying physiologic mechanisms of action, especially those of tissue-specific metabolism and inflammation. Furthermore, clinical trials are necessary to observe the impacts of these sugars on the organism, since the majority of the published studies were performed in vitro or on animal models.

4. The Impact of Sugar on Immunometabolism

In addition to AT and the other insulin-sensitive organs, dietary sugars can impact metabolism in different organs, including the immune system, by affecting the function and regulatory capacity of the immune cells [11,34]. The impacts of different dietary sugars (e.g., sucrose, lactose, fructose, and glucose) on specific immune cell populations, regarding their metabolism and function, have been reported (Figure 3 and Table 1). Evidence suggests that the consumption of sucrose- or fructose-containing foods leads to an increase in the leukocytes in animal models [11,26]. A significant increase in the lymphocytes, basophils, and neutrophils was reported after the treatment of Wistar rats with 5% (w/v) sucrose in water for 12 weeks [11]. Similarly, Rodrigues et al. (2014) evaluated the impact of fasting with 20% sucrose- (control) and 20% fructose-containing diets on postprandial male BALB/c mice. The team showed that the sucrose- and fructose-containing diets induced an increase in the total leukocyte populations in the post-prandial state [26]. Specifically, the fructose-containing diet showed the highest impact on leukocyte proliferation, followed by an increase in the pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in the liver and AT, namely IL-6, TNF-α, and CCL2, and a reduction in IL-10. This pro-inflammatory state was accompanied by an increase in neutrophil recruitment and infiltration into the liver [26]. This may have been triggered by an increase in ROS, the activity of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), and TNF-α secretion during Kuppfer cell activation, as hypothesized by Kanuri et al. (2011). Interestingly, a 30% fructose drink apparently had a stronger influence on immune cell function and activation, leading to an increase in the number of neutrophils (approx. 5.5-fold higher), as well as the expression of ICAM-1 (approx. 1.8-fold) by the neutrophils, compared to plain water after treating C57BL/6j mice for 8 weeks [44]. Other sugars, such as lactose, can also induce alterations in the immune cells leading to their immunomodulation [45,46]. Lactose is a β-galactoside that can interact with proteins, such as the galectin family, leading to changes in the microenvironment of the immune cells [46]. In particular, the binding of lactose to galectin-9 (Gal-9) reduced the engagement of Gal-9 with its receptor, T-cell immunoglobulin and mucin domain 3 (TIM-3, also known as CD366), avoiding the immune suppression of the pro-inflammatory profile of T cells [46].

The immunomodulation caused by the various dietary sugars can differ between the various immune cell populations [47]. Interestingly, immune cells are also able to change their metabolic demand, usually designated as metabolic switch. This can occur upon activation, and the carbon source that the cells use for their metabolism may influence these changes [34,48]. Usually, this metabolic switch occurs quickly upon activation, since these cells require fast ATP production to fulfill their energetic demands. Oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) is reduced, while aerobic glycolysis is prioritized, in most immune cells [47,49], leading to a proinflammatory profile [48]. Menk et al. (2018) showed that the activation of naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells by anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 for approximately 6 h led to an increase in glycolysis, measured by the extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), while OXPHOS was reduced, as measured by the oxygen consumption rate (OCR) [50]. Furthermore, Lee et al. (2019) studied the metabolism of classical monocytes
(CD14+ CD16−), a subset of human monocytes, and discovered that LPS stimulation leads to an increase in the glycolysis rate of this subset of monocytes [51]. Furthermore, the authors also identified the glycolytic metabolism as a key pathway in the regulation of p38-MAPK, which is important for the activation and the adhesion function of the classical monocytes [51].

Figure 3. Effect of the excessive consumption of dietary sugars on the immune cells. The effects of dietary sugars are different in each cell type. The figure was created using pictures from Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com). Servier Medical Art by Servier is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/, accessed in 10 January 2023).

The intake of high-sugar-containing diets can enhance these important metabolic alterations, which are deleterious to human health and are some of the underlying causes of insulin resistance and T2DM development.
Table 1. Impacts of high doses of dietary sugars on immune cell populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dietary Sugar</th>
<th>Experimental Model</th>
<th>Concentrations of Sugar</th>
<th>Treatment Duration</th>
<th>Impact in Immune Populations</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fructose</strong></td>
<td>in vivo—IDH2 KO and C57BL/6j mice</td>
<td>34% fructose in H₂O</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td>↑ Neutrophil infiltration into the liver of IDH2 mice</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vivo—male C57BL/6j mice</td>
<td>15% fructose in H₂O</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>↑ Neutrophil trafficking to limbal region</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vivo—C57BL/6j mice</td>
<td>30% fructose in H₂O</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>↑ Neutrophil infiltration into the liver ↓ Expression of ICAM-1, CCL2 and CCL19</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vivo—male Swiss mice</td>
<td>20% fructose in H₂O</td>
<td>6–10 weeks</td>
<td>↑ Infiltration of M1 macrophages into AT ↓ Infiltration of M2 macrophages into AT</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vitro—primary human DCs</td>
<td>5 to 25 mM fructose in culture medium</td>
<td>24–72 h</td>
<td>↑ Pro-inflammatory cytokine production and activation markers • Metabolic reprogramming in DCs</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vivo—male Sprague Dawley rats</td>
<td>60% fructose in chow</td>
<td>5 weeks</td>
<td>↓ Immune suppressive function of Treg cells without changes in the percentage of the population</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vitro—primary human monocytes</td>
<td>11.1 mM fructose in culture medium</td>
<td>Different time-points</td>
<td>↓ Metabolic plasticity of monocytes ↑ Expression of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vivo—Dahl salt-sensitive and Dahl salt-resistant rats</td>
<td>20% fructose in H₂O</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>↑ % of Th17 cells</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fructose and sucrose</strong></td>
<td>in vivo—male BALB/c and LysM-eGFP mice</td>
<td>20% fructose20% sucrose (control), both in the chow</td>
<td>12–14 weeks</td>
<td>↑ Leukocyte count in circulation and infiltrated neutrophils in the liver ↓ Neutrophil infiltration into AT</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Galactose</strong></td>
<td>in vitro—human monocytes</td>
<td>11.1 mM galactose in culture medium</td>
<td>Different time-points</td>
<td>↓ Metabolic plasticity of monocytes</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vitro—THP-1 cells</td>
<td>2 g/L of RPMI</td>
<td>5 days until experiments</td>
<td>↓ TNF-α expression and preference for OXPHOS</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vitro—bone marrow DCs from male C57BL/6j mice</td>
<td>10 mM of galactose in culture medium</td>
<td>24–72 h</td>
<td>• Induces the maintenance of activating markers on DCs for 72h</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glucose</strong></td>
<td>in vitro—human DCs</td>
<td>Range from 5 to 25 mM glucose in culture medium</td>
<td>24–72 h</td>
<td>↑ Expression of HIF-1α</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in vitro—human and male C57BL/6j mice CD8+ T cells</td>
<td>25 mM glucose</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>↑ Glycolysis and cytotoxic capacity of CTLs</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Sugar</td>
<td>Experimental Model</td>
<td>Concentrations of Sugar</td>
<td>Treatment Duration</td>
<td>Impact in Immune Populations</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lactose</strong></td>
<td>in vitro—human T cells</td>
<td>30 mM of lactose 30 mM of sucrose in culture medium</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>↓ Treg immunosuppression capacity</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|               | in vivo—female BALB/c mice | 100 mg/kg of body weight | Different time-points | • Neutrophil and macrophage modulation in early acute pancreatitis  
• Possible interaction with lactose-Galectin 3 | [45]      |
| **Sucrose**   | in vivo—male Wistar rats | 5% (w/v) in H₂O | 12 weeks           | ↑ Circulating neutrophils, lymphocytes, and basophiles | [11]      |
|               | in vivo—male Sprague Dawley | 700 g/kg of chow | 5 weeks            | ↑ CD68⁺ macrophage infiltration into tPVAT and aPVAT  
↑ Expression of MCP-1 in both tissues | [57]      |

↑—increase in; ↓—decrease in; IDH2 KO—isocitrate dehydrogenase 2 knock out mice; ICAM-1—intercellular adhesion molecule 1; CCL2—C-C motif chemokine ligand 2; CCL19—C-C motif chemokine ligand 19; AT—adipose tissue; DCs—dendritic cells; Treg—regulatory T cells; IL-1β—interleukin-1β; IL-6—interleukin-6; IL-10—interleukin-10; TNF-α—tumor necrosis factor-α; Th17—T helper 17 cells; OXPHOS—oxidative phosphorylation; HIF-1α—hypoxia-inducible factor-1α; CTLs—cytotoxic T lymphocytes; tPVAT—thoracic perivascular adipose tissue; aPVAT—abdominal perivascular adipose tissue; MCP-1—monocyte chemoattractant protein 1.
Macrophage infiltration may be a key mechanism leading to the pro-inflammatory status and subsequent onset of insulin resistance, especially in AT [54]. Once infiltrated into the tissues, monocytes differentiate into macrophages and usually become polarized into either pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages or anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages according to the microenvironment (Table 1). The chronic intake of a high-fructose diet (6–10 weeks; 20% fructose solution) was shown to favor the M1 macrophage subtypes, with a reduction in the number of M2 subtypes in epidydimal AT in mice. Moreover, the high recruitment of monocytes from the blood to AT (Ly6C+) was observed in mice after 10 weeks on a high-fructose diet. In addition, polarization into Ly6C<sup>high</sup> and Ly6C<sup>middle</sup> M1 macrophages with a high pro-inflammatory capacity was described, with a parallel reduction in the Ly6C<sup>−</sup> M2 resident cells [54]. Jones et al. (2021) investigated the impacts of glucose (11.1 mM), fructose (11.1 mM), and galactose (11.1 mM), respectively, on the energy metabolism of circulating human monocytes. At the concentration of 11.1 mM, glucose drove the monocyte metabolism towards glycolysis, while fructose and galactose showed the opposite effect, with OXPHOS being prioritized in the basal state (Table 1). After stimulating the treated monocytes with LPS, the glucose-treated monocytes increased their glycolysis even further in contrast to the fructose- and galactose-treated monocytes, which increased in their OXPHOS capacity. However, inhibiting the hexokinase using 2-deoxyglucose, the authors noticed that the glucose-treated cells showed a reduction in ECAR followed by an increase in OCR, while the fructose- and galactose-treated monocytes indicated reductions in both ECAR and OCR [47]. Moreover, treating the fructose- and glucose-cultured monocytes with oligomycin led to a decrease in OCR in both cultures, although the fructose-treated monocytes also presented reduction in ECAR [47]. This study demonstrated the impaired metabolic flexibility in switching between OXPHOS and glycolysis for energy production by fructose, in contrast to glucose, in which case the cells can easily change their energy metabolism. Additionally, the treatment of the LPS-stimulated monocytes with fructose demonstrated a reduction in the cell viability when exposed to mitochondrial complex inhibitors, such as rotenone (complex I), antimycin A (complex III), and oligomycin (complex V), demonstrating that fructose is not a good substrate for the glycolytic pathway in human monocytes, leading to their functional impairment [47]. Furthermore, fructose had an impact in the secretory pattern of the monocytes, leading to the increased secretion of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α [47]. In contrast to dendritic cells (DCs), fructose did not change the levels of surface activation marker expression in the monocytes, (e.g., HLA-DR, CD80, CD86) [47]. In addition, sucrose-enriched diets also appear to have a specific impact on macrophages, especially by increasing their proliferation in the peripheral tissues, as observed in the perivascular AT [57] and liver [60]. In accordance with the findings described by Jones et al. (2021), Millet et al. (2016) indicated that galactose (2 g/L of medium) is able to direct the monocyte metabolism towards OXPHOS, followed by a reduction in the TNF-α levels, compared to glucose at the same concentration (Table 1) [61]. Similar to galactose, the treatment of mice with lactose induced a reduction in the percentage of macrophages, but it also increased their production of IL-10 through a galectin-3–lactose interaction [45].

### 4.2. Dendritic Cells

Dendritic cells are important antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that allow for an adaptive immune response but also promote tolerance through the degradation of self-antigen-reactive thymocytes [34,62]. Jaiswal et al. (2019) tested concentrations ranging from 5 to 25 mM of fructose and glucose in vitro using human DCs collected from healthy donors for 24–72 h. The results indicated that 15 mM of fructose was able to induce an increase in the expression of key activation markers in the DCs, such as CD86, a co-stimulatory molecule (Table 1). This, in turn, was followed by an increase in proinflammatory cytokine secretion, including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α, by the DCs. Additionally, the treatment with 15 mM of glucose also induced an increase in the expression of the TNF-α levels after 72 h.
Moreover, a co-culture of fructose-exposed DCs with CD3+ T cells induced an increase in IFN-γ secretion by the T cells when compared to the control (5 mM of glucose), a possible consequence of the increased TNF-α release by the DCs when exposed to the 15 mM of fructose. Interestingly, despite the indirect effect through the DCs, the authors did not observe a direct effect of fructose on cytokine secretion in the cultured T cells. Furthermore, during the treatment of the DCs, the authors analyzed their metabolic profile, identifying a process of metabolic reprogramming through a reduction in OCR and an increase in ECAR when higher concentrations of fructose were used [34]. The reduction in OCR was supported by a reduction in the ROS production of the fructose-treated cells when compared with the glucose-treated and control DCs after 24 h of treatment [34]. After 72 h of treatment, the authors found a similar result for the fructose-treated DCs, although phospho-p70S6 kinase and hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α had higher expressions than those observed in the glucose-treated and control DCs [34]. The data suggest that cytokine secretion in fructose-treated DCs is independent of the AKT–mTOR axis [34]. The metabolic switch of the DCs culminated in their chronic activation, promoting a pro-inflammatory profile through the accumulation of advanced glycation end products, especially in the fructose-treated DCs, with the consequent enhanced activation of NF-κB [34].

On the other hand, glucose also seems to play an important role in the metabolic function of DCs and their interaction with CD8+ T cells (Table 1). Lawless et al. (2017) showed that the activation of DCs with LPS for 24 h led to an increased expression of co-stimulatory molecules, such as CD80 and CD86, with a decline in their expression after 48 h and 72 h when treated with 10 mM of glucose, although, in the presence of 10 mM of galactose, the DCs maintained the expression of co-stimulatory molecules for approximately 72 h after stimulation. This co-stimulatory expression was corroborated by co-culturing the DCs with CD8+ T cells for 72 h in glucose and galactose at 10 mM (Table 1). As expected, the galactose-treated DCs retained the capacity to induce the clonal expansion of the CD8+ T cells for 72 h, with the further increased expression of IFNγ production by the T cells, in contrast to the glucose-treated DCs, which started to decline in their capacity to induce the CD8+ T cells after 48 h of co-culture [58]. The authors also postulated that a reduction in the glucose concentration in the medium (10 mM to 2 mM) was followed by a reduction in the expression of HIF-1α in the DCs after LPS activation [58]. Interestingly, galactose was also capable of inducing a similar effect [58]. However, under 2 mM of glucose, the expression of HIF-1α was limited by the inactivation of mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) signaling, consequently inducing the activation of 5′AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), while under the 10 mM galactose treatment, it was enough to maintain low levels of glycolysis and OXPHOS for ATP synthesis, maintaining mTORC1 activation, and the reduction in HIF-1α was described as mTORC1-independent [58]. These data provide a good example illustrating how different dietary sugars may act in different ways, at least in vitro (Table 1). However, much research is needed in the future to understand the impacts of these sugars on more complex organisms, including the human physiology.

4.3. Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes, which comprise T, B, and NK populations, are responsible for the adaptive immune response and play important roles in tissues inflammation. In fact, T cells play an important role in AT inflammation and insulin resistance during the onset of obesity [63,64]. There are few studies that have described the impact of high-sugar diet consumption on humans (Table 1), although it has been suggested that high-sugar diets have impacts on the T cell metabolism and function [47,55]. In fact, it was demonstrated that human-activated CD8+ T cells cultured with high glucose (25 mM, mimicking a hyperglycemic condition) led to a higher absorption of glucose, in contrast to CTLs treated with 5.6 mM of glucose, resulting in a higher glycolytic rate in the case of the high-glucose-treated CTLs [59]. Considering the importance of the glycolytic pathway in the regulation of the effector killing function of these cells, Zhu et al. (2021) postulated that a hyperglycemic microenvironment would enhance the cytotoxicity capacity of the CTLs.
after 3 and 6 days following in vitro activation [59]. Additionally, the authors evaluated the cytotoxic capacity of incubated CTLs from diabetic mice, compared with CTLs from healthy mice, and concluded that the CTLs collected from the diabetic mice showed a faster killing kinetic in contrast to the control [59]. However, patients with type 2 diabetes have an increased percentage of the CCR7−CD45RA−CD8+ T cell subset compared to healthy people. This subset of CD8+ T cells represents a decline in immune function, also called immunosenescence [65]. Furthermore, high glucose intake could be an important factor in the exacerbation of autoimmune disease, especially through the mediation of CD4+ T helper (Th) 17 [66]. In line with this, high fructose intake (20% solution) also showed a Th17-mediated inflammation response through the production of IL-17A in Dahl salt-sensitive rats, representing a model of hypertension (Table 1) [56].

In 2013, Leibowitz et al. indicated that fructose-enriched diets, administered for 5 weeks, induced functional alterations in the T cells of Sprague Dawley rats, particularly in Treg [55]. Furthermore, after feeding the animals a high-fructose diet (60% fructose) for 5 weeks, the authors identified the dysfunction of IL-10 production by Treg when compared to the control chow diet, even in the absence of alterations in the percentage of the Treg population [55]. On the other hand, results reported by Jaiswal et al. (2019) indicated that 15 mM of fructose did not change or have a direct effect on cultured T lymphocyte populations [34].

Lactose, in circulation, can have deleterious effects on immune cells, leading to inflammation (Table 1) [46]. Lactose has the potential to bind to Gal-9, reducing its ability to bind its receptor, TIM-3, on the surfaces of different immune cells, including the macrophages and T cell populations. Gal-9/TIM-3 signaling plays an important role in Treg cell differentiation and effector T cell exhaustion [46]. Moreover, this pathway is important for the regulation and resolution of inflammation through the regulation of the Th1 and Th17 immune responses [46]. Moreover, Paasela et al. (2014) incubated enriched Treg cells from healthy donors with effector T cells (Teff) for 3 days. They reported a decrease in IFN-γ and IL-17 secretion by Teff. However, after adding 30 mM of lactose, the authors reported a reduction in Treg-mediated suppression and a consequent increase in IFN-γ and IL-17 secretion [46]. Furthermore, the authors observed an increase in the number of CD4+ TIM-3+ cells producing IL-17 after incubation with lactose, even when co-cultured with Treg [46].

Naïve T lymphocytes and Treg cells preferentially utilize fatty acid substrates during their metabolism, with a low activity of mTOR. On the other hand, after activation, T cells rely mainly on aerobic glycolysis, displaying higher mTOR activity, and in the case of Treg, this can induce the downregulation of transcription factor Foxp3, promoting a reduction in the cells’ proliferation [67]. Treg cells are important, as they mediate the homeostasis of the organism and counterbalance the Teff cells [67].

5. Concluding Remarks

The propagation of the Western diet has become a worldwide burden, together with the excessive consumption of free/addicted sugars. These can trigger chronic low-grade inflammation not only by alterations in the AT metabolism and other insulin-sensitive organs but also by the induction of critical changes in the immune system. These alterations can lead to the loss of function of important immune cell populations. Importantly, many of these alterations have key impacts on the plasticity of immune cells, reducing their capacity to adjust to the surrounding environment. However, more research needs to be performed in order to better understand the deeper impacts of the free sugars, monosaccharides, and disaccharides on human cells, particularly their interactions with AT. Many studies have been performed to date, mostly in vitro and on rodents. However, the experimental conditions were different across these studies, including the way in which sugar was incorporated into the diet, the gender studied, and the type of model used, along with the periodic caloric intake.
More research is still needed in this field, using clinical trials to effectively understand the impact of chronic exposure to high levels of sugar on the metabolism, with the impact on immunomodulation being especially important.
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